Your on-site travel service in the Netherlands

www.amsterdamyourway.com

AmsterdamYourWay™ is an exclusive and personal destination travel
service. Our aim is to let
you experience our city in
a way and to an extent that
matches your personal
interests and wishes. We
take “Your Way” literally.
AmsterdamYourWay™
serves private travelers as
well as business travelers
and small delegations. We’ll prepare
your entire stay from the arrivals to the
departures lounge, or we’ll organize your
extra-curricular activities surrounding
your official engagements.

Our only limit is the law

Anyone can book a standard canal boat
trip or guided tour for you. But if you are
specifically interested in water management, history, architecture, harbors or any
other subject with relevance to the
Amsterdam canals, we’ll provide an expert
to take you on a private tour.
We even offer a guided tour in a professional row boat with or without an
instructor. In fact, the only limit to our
services is Dutch law.

www.amsterdamyourway.com

Boutique Hotels and B&Bs

We have personally selected a network of top quality boutique hotels
and bed & breakfasts where hospitality and service are not just professional, but highly personal.
And of course they provide
all necessary technical facilities such as wifi internet
in each room.
Most B&Bs and small
hotels do not provide 24
hour room service. If that
is what you need, please
let us know.

We offer accommodation in the range of
€250 to €7000 per night.

Guides and tours

www.amsterdamyourway.com

AmsterdamYourWay™ works with official city guides and a network of
individual experts to take you on specific guided tours, depending on
themes of your choice. Tours are available on foot, by bicycle or boat.
We can also set up partner programs for accompanying spouses, such
as escorted shopping tours, organized or private excursions and oneday courses in digital photography, cooking and other subjects.

Getting around

For your excursions and out-of-town activities we offer the services of
experienced private chauffeurs and car rentals. They can be called on
for individual trips or can be held on stand-by for your entire stay.

Personal services

AmsterdamYourWay™ will mediate for any further personal services or
assistance you may require.
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